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Election Issue
•••••

Intercollege Bachelors Program
Initiated by Dr. McCrone

R. Sargent Shriver spoke in Stockton on Tuesday October 31.

The Intercollege Bachelors
Program (IBP) is a new faculty
and administrative approved
unit at Pacific this year. The
program is designed to appeal to
older, part-time students who
have a fulltime job but want to
obtain a degree.
The IBP was created at UOP
to permit students of any age, full
or part-time students to earn an
AB or BS degree without the
necessity of declaring a major
subject or of following a fixed
curriculum. The program is
administered by the University
College which has come into
existence to offer opportunity to
the students and faculty of UOP

Acquire Knowledge By Experience
The office of the Academic
Vice President announced that
UOP received a $18,540 United
States Office of Education grant
this year. The federal grant is for
a study of the feasibility of the
"University Without ' Walls"
program.
The first payment of $4,500
has enabled Dr. Patrick Carlton,
Director of Sponsored Programs
and Research, to employ Jamie
Shumway, a 1970 Pacific
graduate, as a research assistant
University Without Walls
effective through June 30, 1973.
Shumway, now working in
e Laboratory for Education
esearch, South Hall, described
e Program as "a totally new
concept in education at the
n'ghereducational level."
Basically, the program is
e in which the student studies
n- raditional
courses in a
0 ing environment - learning
f
fipu exper'ence in a particular
da* 3S °PP°sed to the traditional
tan ?u°m aPProach. "It would
e
res°urces
com
in the
stu?"mty thai a re available for
t0 learn f™m," said
Shnm
Way
atAnf
'
idea originated
at Antiock College.)

said
kmtav - spring>"
the An ^ .a subcommittee of
made a femicAffairs Committee
Univer ,easibility report on the
ersity Without Walls. It was
Presented
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and
a
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c°ncern ^ePort> which merely
feasiST Aether or not a
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By DAREN MCGAVREN
designated a UWW Planning
Committee to research the
planning and feasibility of the
program. The Council stipulated
that the UWW Planning
Committee's report would have
to be submitted back to them
before the program could be
approved.
The
UWW
Planning
Committee hopes that their
report can be prepared in
approximately a month's time.
Shumway stated that it is
possible the program could be
operational by next fall.
"The simplicity of the thing
is
brilliant,"
commented
Shumway, "because it doesn't
involve the hiring of faculty or
any great administrative costthe resources are already
available."
If adopted, UWW would most
likely exist as a separate
program at UOP - not another
cluster college. The primary goal
being the individulization of a
student's deucation, the program
will appeal the mature student
who has a good idea of where his
interest lies and can show
capability in self-directed
learning.
A student/advisor relation
ship would be the key tie between
the student and the University.
Shumway stated there would be
three main points to be
considered by the student and his
advisor: 1. student's educational
goals, 2. methods he will employ
in order to meet those goals, and
3. criteria for evaluation.
Accreditation could be
received in the form of either a
Union
for Experimenting
Colleges and Universities
Degree or a UOP baccalaureate
degree for UWW. As far as letter

grade evaluation is concerned,
Shumway feels "grades are
irrelevant to this type of learning
experience."
Shumway has had five years
of college education and has
earned a teaching degree. When
asked how he came to be
Research Assistant for the UWW
Planning Committee, he replied,
"I am extremely interested in
alternative education. There are
people in the administration tht
know this. Someone was needed
to do the work, and I was
appointed."
He describes hes work as
"researching; going to all of the
data of other UWW institutions
and submitting conclusive
reports of this research back to
the committee." In addition he
keeps records of UWW Planning
Committee meetings and other
related meetings.
Dr. Patrick Carlton is the
chairman of the nine-man
committee. "Dr. Carlton is the
responsible administrator for the
committee. It is the committee
who makes the decisions, and me
who does the work," explained
Shumway.
Shumway has great faith in
University Without Walls. He
mentioned that the experience
learning program, in many
cases, would require a far more
dedicated student than the
classroom learning experience
demands. The program, if
adopted, would also facilitate
stucent involvement in the
community, one of the major
goals of the University.
Above all, the program
would alleviate the students
problem of finding that much of
what he has learned in the
classroom is theory and has no
direct practical application.

By SALLE Y VAN DYKE
to test different ideas in
undergraduate education.
The most vital function of the
University College is its
dedication to experiment and the
freedom and responsibility that
the students have for obtaining
their own education and
knowledge. This is a new type of
educational
idea
which
encourages
and
requires
selfdirected learning, creative
discovery and the questioning of
traditional values. The IBP,
which is only a part of the
University College, is the first
that has been attempted at UOP.
The idea of IBP is to allow a
person who already knows what
he wants to do, to take the
necessary
courses
without
sticking to a specific department
or major. The student may take
courses in any of the four liberal
arts colleges or in either of the
four professional schools on the
Stockton campus.
Graduation requires a total
of 124 to 128 credit hours and
there is no time limit in the
completion of the degree. There
is a counselor to direct each
student, and although the student

makes out his own cirriculum
schedule, the counselor has a
right to approve or disapprove it.
It is not up to the counselor to
help the student decide what he
wants to do, and once the
schedule is approved, a
contract is signed by the student
as to exactly what he wants to
learn. When the agreements of
the contract have been fulfilled,
the student will graduate with his
degree.
The cost of tuition for this
program is exactly the same
price that is paid by all UOP
students which are not on
scholarship. The only difference
that IBP students pay by the unit
rather than by the semester.
There is only one student
currently enrolled in IBP right
now but there are hopes that
more will become interested for
next semester.
The Intercollege Bachelors
Program was suggested and
brought to UOP by Dr. Alistar
McCrone,
academic vicepresident. The program was
turned over to Dr. Pat Carlton
who is now administrator and
coordinator of both IBP and the
University College.

ASUOP Proposition Recommendations
In their October 26 meeting, ASUOP passed the following
recommendations on the California ballot Propositions:
I Yes Public community college bonds
II Yes Right of Privacy
17 No Death Penalty
18 No Obscenity legislation
19Yes Marijuana
20 Yes Coastal zone conservation act
21 No Assignment of students to schools

Campaign
Headquarters
Vote and work for the party
of your choice:.
Democratic headquarters
464-2366
McGovern headquarters 9486554
Republican
headquarters
463-5021 .
Nixon headquarters 948-9256
American Indep./Schmitz
463-9145
Peace and freedom/Spock
477-5698
Advance Spring registration
will be Nov. 13-Dec. 17. Winter
term registration runs from Nov.
13-22. The last day to drop classes
without penalty is Nov. 10.
Contact the Registrar's office at
946-2137 for more information.

Corrections on
ASUOP Budget
First priority shall be
given to programs which
shall directly serve and
benefit the student body as
a whole.
Second priority shall be
given to those programs
which shall foster greater
recognition of and interest
in the University and its
students.
Third priority shall be
given to programs which
tend to serve specialized
interests in the campus.
Last priority shall be
given to funding those
academic programs that
are normally conceived to
be integral parts of a liber
al education, and therefore
are the responsibility of the
University at-large.
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Placement Service Expand^

Three Vacancies in UOP
Board of Regents Filled

. . . .
c.nh interviews. According
him the in such interviews. According;
McGregor, I asked
d
McGregor, "Getting a job is
In a move to increase student reasons for the switch. He statea
most important thing on the rtiin
opportunities
to get a job, tne that the Placement service wa
i X __
~ nu r»rri r»ol niirQP at St.. I..U
of all graduating seniors."
Two prominent Stockton as a surgical nurse at St. Luke's Student Placement Office ha
ineffective because there was no
The second service wouldt,
residents, Alex Spanos and Mrs. Hospital, Alameda County been
ea
revised and gr
y real communications between it
to find part time jobs for curret
Ben C. Wallace Jr., and San Hospital and Dameron Hospital.
She has been a member of the
and the school.
students. Although we present?
Francisco Area Bishop R.
6XP'Thelpiacement Office had
No, long ago. an insurance
American Red Cross Advisory
have this service, it will
Marvin Stuart of the United
Board in San Joaquin County for always been coupled with the company visited lh,ssch»ltrom greatly expanded under the
Methodist Church have been
Office
of
Financial
Aids,
under
San Francisco to intervie
named to the UOP Board of 22 years.
office. A graduate student wilit,
Bishop Stuart was assigned the direction of Don Smiley,
graduating seniors. The turn.0"
hired to head this service. %
Regents.
to the San Francisco area this proved to be far too much work of interviews was only two. This
Ted F. Baun, president of the
service will be extreme!
for
that
office.
The
Placement
year after serving eight years as
would have to inhibit this important to students present'
board,
announced
the
Bishop in the Denver area. He service was not visible to the company's decision for future
appointments Oct. 24 at a
unable to find part-tin
has been active in the Methodist students or hiring companies visits to this school.
meeting of the 36-member board.
employment.
during that time.
McGregor's new title will be
The new members will fill Church for more than 40 years
The
third
and mo;
" To remedy the situation, the
and was minister of First Church
the
Director of Placement and
three of the four vacancies
in Palo Alto from 1942-64. He Placement service has been Alumni Affairs. Although the innovative of the services is
created by the recent death of
holds BA and DD degrees from switched to the Office of Alumni office will have the same budget, placement service for gradual;
John Countryman of San
Taylor University in Upland, Affairs, which is headed by Bu they will have assistants from of previous years. In this service
Francisco and completed terms
any alumni would be able
Indiana and STB and STM McGregor. In an interview with the old service. Jack Mulligan, a
of service by Don Wood of Lodi, a
come back and ask for help
degrees from Boston University
'70 graduate, will service as
regent since 1968; Bishop Gerald
finding a job. The service wool
McGregor's assistant.
Kennedy of Los Angeles, a regent School of Theology.
be sort of a "middle-manager"
McGregor outlined the
since 1953, and Dr. Harry Lange
find second or third jobs
placement service to have three
of Bakersfield, a regent since
main
objectives. The first and alumni.
1944.
McGregor stated, "Wecai
most
important
is to find jobs tor
Spanos, a UOP alumnus, is a
workshop will be "Geometry as
A series of three week-end
guarantee
jobs but we
found in tjie K-6 curriculum and graduating seniors. This will
native of Stockton who started in
aggressively seek out employe;
workshops will form a Mathe
will utilize geoboards, pattern include soliciting companies to
business as the operator of a
to meet with our students." It
matics Institute for Elementary
blocks and matnematical games. interview here at Pacific. Also
small catering service and
School teachers to be offered by
office is located across fro;
The second workshop, to be held involved
would
be
the
advanced to head A. G. Spanos
the California Mathematics
Burns Tower on Pacific Ave«
Jan. 19-20, will be developed notification of interested seniors
Enterprises. This is a Stockton
Council and UOP mathematics
around arithmetic operations
based firm dealing primarily
with
real
estate,
land department.
Purpose of the series will be and fractions.
development, commercial office
The final session, Feb. 9-10,
to expose teachers to math
buildings
and
apartment
will highlight ideas of measure
equipment, games, activities,
ment and graphing. A variety of
complexes.
and individualized learning
. •
l and
. „ J counseling
nmincolind a|
37
Mrs. Wallace, also a
explained
equipment, such as Cuisenaire
approaches. Content will be co
FOCAS, the Forum on
Stockton native, has been active
referal information will I
Rods, Unifix Blocks, Dienes
ordinated
with
the
K-6
Contraceptive Awareness and
in local civic affairs for several
Blocks,
Math
Balance,
and
curriculum as it evolves through
Sexuality, is planning a two-part available.
Contraceptive methods i
years. A graduate of St. Luke's
Attribute Blocks will be
discussion series to explore be the subject of the sew
Hospital School of Nursing in San the year.
introduced
in
each
workshop.
The theme for the opening
various facets of sexuality. The
Francisco, Wallace has worked
All sessions will be held at
discussion'on Nov. 15. DflDaJ
discussions will be at 8pm at the
Fischer,
a
local StocB
the
California
Teachers
Anderson Y on the evenings of
gynecologist, and Mictn
Association building on West
Lane in Stockton. Each will open Nov. 8, and Nov. 15.
Policar, ^
a ^^
former F0|
Nov. 8 the series win
will cover
cove
on Friday evening and continue
birth cont
cost
on Saturday from 8:30am- the subjects of abortion vene
female nhvsiology,
physiology, birth
disease, and genital infections.
methods, how they work,«
12; 30pm.
Participants may attend the
Dan Bava, the Director of the
their effectiveness.
In addition to his internship, workshops for university credit Anderson Y,_ and Mrs. Jean
Information
on
The pharmacy classroom
has been extended to Australia which is required of all or as auditors under any of the Phillips, R~N., the nurse contraceptives can be .obtain
this semester for one UOP pharmacy students at Pacific, following three plans: 1) One associated
with
the will also be available at
Elzarian is conducting a study of semester unit of credit - $30 fee Contraceptive Clinic at the meeting.
student.
Anyone who is particulU
Edward
Elzarian
of the health delivery system in for the entire series. Participants Health Center, will give short
Kingsburg, now in his junior year Australia, with particular must attend at least two presentations and serve as interested in joining FOCAS
at the UOP School of Pharmacy, interest in the pharmacist s role workshops to obtain credit; resource people for discussion.
requested
to
attend
has arranged to complete his and how the system differs from 2) Audit entire series - $21 fee for
discussions or contact
Procedures
and laws
three workshops; 3) Audit a pertaining to abortion will be Anderson Y.
internship requirements at retail the United States.
•
single workshop - $10 fee for the
pharmacies in Australia.
"I know that this semester November session only.
He is currently wording
will
be well spent and prove to be
Instructors for the series will
under Brian Anderson at
Anderson's Pharmacy in the an invaluable educational and be William Topp and Douglas
back country of Australia at cultural experience. It will leave Smith, instructors and co-ordinaWarren, New South Wales. The me with ultimate insight into our tors in the new elementary
education mathematics program
town is locaieu
ouu miles profession in a foreign land," cuutauun
located sumc
some 300
inland from Sydney.
_------ at U0P- and Marvin Sohns'
mathematics resource director,
Lodi Unified School District.
Additional information can
be obtained from the UOP
mathematics department.
Bring this Ad and receive:

UOP Offers Math Workshop

FOCAS Plans#
Sexuality Discussion

Pharmacy Classroom
Extended to Australia

UNDER 25?
YOU QUALIFY!

AL FUNZZO'S

Automobile Libility Insurance

6 pizzas or 6 pitchers of beer for the j
price of 5!"
!
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THE GOODTIMER
LARGE 2-ltem Pizza
and

V

A PITCHER OF BEER

G ood

AL FUNZZO'S
(535 Pacific Ave. 478-9430
in Lincoln Cantor

3

75
<5"-3o

AMyTiME I
8:00 P.M. -LOO A.M.

SflwUfeT
ROOM

$182.80 Per Year

FAMILY BOOK
STORE
Headquarters For

CAMPUS CRUSADE
NAVIGATORS

TWrtw Profit Airaikfclt

Includes Body Injury, Property Damage a11
$10,000 Life Insurance Policy i

Call - 466-4403

MBERUIKATl
iltSO
lASMl

INTER VARSITY
PHONE (209) 466-4403

BOOKS
Weberstown Mall
open week nights until 9

EAST WEBER AVENUE • STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95202

* Based on full time students, good driving record, l'c ^
3 years. Lower rates if female or married. No matter
your driving record we have the lowest rating availaW
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SAE Celebrates Halloween
By ROBERT PERRASSO

The witches and goblins Stockton attended the scary
arrived early on campus last festivities.
Sunday as SAE held their annual
Halloween
party.
ApproxiAll the house members and
mately 30 youngsters from
sisters assisted and joined
the children in making halloween
Martin Van Buren school in south

Page THree

masks and playing various
ohiMeS' After the Barnes, the
children were treated to a real
goblm dinner and witches' brew
(Hamburgers and milk.)
A Halloween party would not
be complete without mummies
and monsters, so the children
were led trick or treating to each
room in the house where various
ghouls and goblins distributed
candy and other favors to the
eager children. A tunnel of
horror also added excitement to
the fun-filled evening.
As the party came to a close
the children dedicated a song to
the goblins in residence. With
that much appreciated thankyou
the members of SAE eagerly
await the arrival of next years
Little Monsters."

Referendum Flops

campaign
(which
included
posters, a short Pacifican
article, letters to residence staff,
and
Tuesday
lunch
announcements in the dining
halls) brought a resounding
almost 100 more interested
perspectives to bear.
If 25% of the student body
had participated, according to an
ASUOP senate resolution, their
opinions of the Naranjado were
to have helped decide the year's
yearbook budget.
However, since less than one
of every ten students let their
thoughts be known, results
probably cannot be considered
conclusive for any purpose.

Of a potential 3000,283 voters
found their own way (or were
enticed, siduced, or threatened)
to cast their ballots in an ASUOP
opinion poll Oct. 17 and 24.
If the 283 were anywhere
together, it was in their support
of the Forum, rock concerts,and
student services, and their
general condemnation of the
health center, ASUOP's $75 fee,
and campus parking facilities.
Signs and table were
originally set up outside the
ASUOP office on Tuesday, Oct.
17. Since less than 200 people
voted, the poll was extended until
the next week.
A stepped-up publicity

Presidential Task Force Investigates
Funding of Intercollegiate Athletics

The Presidential Task Force
on Intercollegiate Athletics,
organized last spring, is still in
the process of studying collected
data.
The goais include making
recommendations
concerning
the philosophy and policies of
athletics at UOP. The force will
also make recommendations
about the extent to which inter
collegiate athletics should be
funded by the University.
Intercollegiate athletics
receives the only full room,
board and tuition scholarships
awarded at Pacific. The Force
found that the net expenditure for
all intercollegiate athletics on
campus is $55,000, which was
much less than expected.
Another goal will be to study
alternative patterns of adminis
tering intercollegiate athletics.
Plans are being made to send
groups to various colleges, such
as Stanford, USF, and Santa
Cruz, to study how other
campuses are handling their
athletic programs. The Force
also plans to sample student
opinion at spring registration
through the means of a question
naire.

Greek Dads
Come to Pacific
The annual sorority Dad's
Day will be held this year on
Saturday, Nov. 4.
This year's Dad's Day will be
somewhat different than ever
before because the four
sororities are holding it on the
same day. So, if everyone comes,
there should be about 300 dads
and daughters.
The dads will arrive
Saturday morning at their
daughter's sorority house and
will have a week-end full of fun
and surprises. Activities for the
day at each of the respective
sororities include powderpuff
football, volleyball, three-legged
races, and other games.
A hearty lunch will be served
before the exciting UOP vs LA ,
State football game, afterwards
a delicious dress dinner, then a
little partying before hitting the
sack. The dads will spend the
night in the houses before
returning home late Sunday
morning.
It should be a week-end full of
fun and excitement for all!

By PAT DONOHUE
ASUOP recently held a
referendum which poled student
opinions on various campus
issues, including athletics. The
referendum stated that some
students felt that athletic funds
should be spent on the faculty.
However, this finding will not
carry much weight with the Task
Force because of the lack of
student response towards the
referendum.
Various options are being
studied by the Task Force. These
options include making football
and basketball self-supporting or
holding basketball on an intercol
legiate basis and other sports at
the intramural level.
In the future, the Task Force
plans to investigate and discuss
the methods of limiting financial
expenditures of athletics. The
Force also proposes that there
should be no increase in athletic
scholarships. Any scholarships
or outside aid awarded should be

reviewed by a board.
Another topic of future
discussion will be the coaching
staff. The Task Force believes
that coaches should not have to
take on teaching duties along
with their coaching activities;
teachers should be hired based
on their teaching competence
alone.
However, there have been
certain problems and setbacks in
accomplishing these goals. The
Force has a large amount of data
to digest. This will prevent a
decision being made by Nov., as
was previoulsy expected.
Another problem is that the
Task Force is composed of
faculty, students, alumni, and
administration, all having
diverse
opinions.
Certain
necessary data, such as the
amount of alumni funds donated
because
of
athletics,
is
impossible to gather, causing yet
another setback.

Statement of Net Cash Expenditures 1972-1973
Total
Income
Expenditure
Net Cash
Expenditures

$337,500
455,199

Football

Basketball

Other

$244,250
261,605

$93,250
124,050

$62,100
69,544

17,355

30,800

7,444

55,599

TO: All groups requesting money
from COPA
The deadline for submitting
requests for funds from the
College of the Pacific Associa
tion of Students is Wednesday,
November 8, 1972. The deadline
for future years will be March 15.
Funds shall be allocated on the
basis of priorities estabished by
the COPA Assembly. The
priority list is available at the
COPA Office. All requests should
be left in the COPA Office, Room
A, Quonset 2.
Priority List: 1) Office
supplies - salaries, renovation,
etc.: 2) Special programs of the
board and the assembly; 3)
Faculty
evaluations;
4)
Research center; 5) Academic
organizations.
The Cowell Health Center
holds a Thursday morning walkin clinic from 9-12pm for all
students. A psychiatrist and a
psychologist will be on duty.
Contact the Center at 946-2225 for
more information.

There's a part-time job in
placement open to mature
students. The job pays $400 a
month for ten months, plus
limited expenses. Applications
are in Dean Betz' office and the
deadline is November 7.
Draft counseling 7-10pm
Monday nights at the Anderson
Y.

Quaint and Charming
Pure Nostalgia
DECORATED IN RARE
& BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUES

•s

OLD TIME
OLD TIME
OLO TIME
OLD TIME
(READ

ATMOSPHERE
GOODNESS
PRICES
HOT HOME MADE TEAST
DELIGHTFUL FOOD
AAA APPROVED
'» «nd CIIATIOHC 0<
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461-017,
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PACIFICAM
Karen Welz

By now I am sure you are in
receipt of one resolution
Don West
condeming The Pacif'can. ThiS
Dayna Petersen
Features Editor
action by the COPA Assembly
News Editor
and 2 represents the action o
Pete Shepard
few wishing to trummel a
Vicky Chiu
Business Manager
favorite whipping post.
Production Manager
I am deeply concerned that
Greg Simpson
Nan Brown
some
fail to realize that The
Photography Editor
Layout Editor
Pacifican is rather an a
Doug Haverty
paper being without and adv's0
Jim McCartney
Entertainment Editor
or
professional school behind it
Sports Editor
Further, I am pleased that Th
Richard Fixott
Tamsen Nash
Pacifican is trying to innovate
Circulation
Copy Editor
and I feel some ideas are bound to
A publication of the Associated Students, University of the Pacific,
fair short. I hardly feel _ this
nnhliched weekly during the academic year.
qualifies
as a reason to condemn
Entered^second-class matter October 24, 1924 at the Post O ice
a paper, though.
Stockton California, under the Act of March 3, 1897. Member Co lege
I think the most important
P~s, Service. Represented national., by Natoa!Ed—I
thing about a paper is not
Advertising Services, 18 East 50th Street, New York, New York lTO22.
whether one agrees with it, but
Phone. 946-2114
rtii ...wicrirl copright "The Pacifican" 1972.
All student and faculty members are encouraged to express theirviews
the paper's right to make a
in the letters to the editor section. Letters may be mailed or brought to:
statement in the first place.
The Pacifican, 3rd floor North Hall, UOP, Stockton, California 95204.
Therefore, I would like to
All letters must be 250 words or less, typewritten and double-spaced.
offer my appologies, as a
Name must be included and all letters must be signed.
member of the Assembly, for the
The Pacifican will not print letters which are libelous or in poor taste.
Assembly's action of Oct. 20 in
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to space
calling for The Pacifican to
limitations and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects
"radically improve the content
believed to have been exhausted.
of the paper or to discontinue..."
Sincerely,
Melvin J. Panizza
We are not supporting a presidential candidate this elecJlonI®^;
COPA Assemblyman
We are the minority. The reasoning behind this decision is the result
th
e
of a general lack of organized support within .
t0
In regard to the article on
We feel this campus as a whole has remained fair y 9
page two of the October 27 issue
participation in either campaingn and to publicly endorse a candidate
of The Pacifican, I was mildly
would be energy wasted.
misquoted. The rebates in the
Editor-in-Chief

But let's take a closer look at the campaigns to determine how
The Pacifican fits into the total student picture.
More than six out of ten college editors chose Senator McGovern
as their personal choice for President, but eight out of ten believe
President Nixon will be re-elected.

p

This is a principal finding of a survey, made during the week of
September 11 by "Newsweek" and the Associated Collegiate Press
based on questionaires mailed to more than 800 college newspaper
editors. More than 300 questionaires were returned and the findings
are based on this sample.
In response to a question on whether the editors planned to work
actively for the candidate of their choice, 58.9% saidno. Despite
fact that six out of ten of the editors chose McGovern as their
candidate only 49 5% of them believed that the majority of the
student body of their campuses would vote for M^ove™; ^saidft
the majority of the student body would vote for Nixon. 2.4% said
was a toss-up; and 1% made no response.
On the chief executive's credibility, 46% said that he is
occasionally, usually or generally believable, whereas 76.6% of the
editors feel tbat McGovern is generally, usually, or occasionally
believable.
The editors chose as the top three domestic issues in the
campaign, in this order; inflation and the economy, expenditures for
defense, and tax reforms. The three most critical international issues
in determining the election were, in this order: the war in Indochina,
the Israeli-Arab conflict, and relations with China. Inflation and the
economy, and the war in Indochina were the two most overriding
issues.
On a scale of one to six, the following were ranked in order of
importance in "swinging" the upcoming election; 1. labor, 2. big
business, 3. youth, 4. Blacks, 5. ethnic groups, 6. women.
If only today's youth (college and non-college) voted the editors
gave their opinions on whether a Black, a woman or a member of any
other minority could be elected. Nearly 45% of the student editors
said a Black could be elected President. Julian Bond was named most
often as the candidate-elect. Only 36.9% said a member of any other
minority could win and Cesar Chavez was the choice most frequently
named. But 50.2% said a woman could be elected and Shirley
Chisholm was named more often than any other woman.
Seventy-six per cent thought that there would be no truce called
on the war in Vietnam before the election.
They predicted that an average total of 57.6% of the student
population on their campuses would vote.
And finally, they described themselves as "liberal Democrats
(25.4%) more often than any other political description and their
campuses' political position as "independent leaning toward
Democrat"' (22.6%).
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$210,006.

!\Concenieci ASUOP Cardholder
Thank you for the article
"Where Will the Children Play
which ,„u ran in
Proposition 20, me
initiative.
Last
wee
participated in a KUOP
interview program with a loca

attorney who believed ths
Proposition 20 might apply
areas in the Delta. Since th
time I have received tjHi
following information in theforj
of an opinion from tl
Legislative
Counsel
California, George H. Murphy
"It is our opinion that
'permit area, as defined
Section 27104, as proposed to)
added by the initiative, wouldn,
include any area, including a!
area of the Sacramento De
which is located east of tl
coastal mountain range.
With only 252 miles of
1072 mile coastline available
the public we believe that
time for coastal protection
now.
Thanks,
Steve Stocking, Sierra Clubfc
Science Education Lecture
COP

Students Hazy on Cantpaig
By TED SNYDER
Last week we at The Pacifican had a decision to make. J
question was, how would we coveverthealreadymuch spotlit

calculating that students were already well saturated with!
materiaUrom other media. Instead, we decided to bring the quefli
SSadd mosses those UOP students who say little but»,«»
breath determine the political climate here.
,tqncesoil
form of free ASUOP priveleges
We assumed that in doing so we would represent the stancesrt
have been discussed but not yet
major candidates generally, and at the same time air someoi,
acted upon.
opinions and concerns of our students specifically.•
Alex P. Citron
With that expectation in mind and tape recorder in hand I sj
COPA Assemblyman
forth on a bright Thursday morning last week to preserve to
wisdom of the silent Tiger majority. Now that I have hea
Dear Mr. Citron,
speak
I know why they remain silent. They simply havt
I did not "mildly misquote"
you. You gave me incorrect S3y
I would never have thought that the simple question'' who are!
information.
voting
for and why?," would trigger such effusive paranoia,.01
Please don't try to pass off
the
some
eighty people I approached all over the campus, near JJ
responsibility for your own
fled in embarrassment or terror, reacting as if I had just asxea
statements.
I've got your exact quote on some intimate question concerning their bedroom behavior
Other popular responses centered around comparing botnnj
tape and that is it.
candidates to animal droppings, giggling vacantly, refusra
Sincerely.
answer on the grounds of plain ignorence, honest indecision, ^
Ted Snyder
disinterest, and stern insisting that it was "none of my 0U®lD|
Pacifican Staff
Some students were actually quite intrigued and asked me
was running this year. One told me he really didn t plan lis vo
In the October 27, 1972 issue
just liked to punch the machine.
,
of The Pacifican, I was very
; might have surprised and disturbed me hah
:
This
all
disassapointed
to see" the
remembered that such is the nature of a democracy. L'ec*s'°|j
following advertisement in the
cosmic
social, political, and economic import are made by an <
"unclassified ads" on page 13:
by
people
to whom politics is a bothersome, barely tolerate
"Now Available: Discount
submerged far beneath their own infinitely important personal
Coupon Book FREE to ASUOP
i do not condemn this. Actually, it is quite human and comP
cardholders; $3 to faculty and
understandable.
But it does give me some idea why so many of0
staff. Good for discounts and free
services from local merchants. called "founding fathers" feared rule by the masses, and why
At the Caboose across from scholars down through history have come to the conclusion t •
finest form of government is an enlightened despotism.
Wendell Philips Center."
Perhaps an enlightened despotism is the best outcome^'
The
above
One-inch
hope for this election year. One thing is certain. On this unhe
advertisement was supposed to
s
inform all ASUOP cardholders campus where social information apd awareness are supP°
have
reached
some
sort
of
pinnacle,
the
students
are
not
on
that we are entitled to a free
saturated, they seem to be virtually untouched - virgin.
discount coupon book.
Of those students willing to commit themselves to one oft
My main gripe is that - Why
major candidates, the vast majority substantiated their cho'
didn't the ASUOP write an
saying that their man's opponent was a schumuck. They'
article about this free discount
quickly add that their candidate was also a schmuck, but tr
coupon book, instead of
seemed to be less of one.
conspiciously putting it in the soAny pressure to specify or elaborate on this vague Pc
called
"unclassified
ads?"
usually
resulted in increased obscurity. In this atmosphere
I asked ten of my friends,
sloganism would have been refreshing.
who are ASUOP cardholders, if
Below I have listed the most representative or interesting ar
they knew about this free
I received. For those of you whose own responses are eve
discount coupon book. The
response was negative, "No, I
substantial than most of these, I would suggest that you pick'
didn't ... But I'm sure glad you
major newspaper or magazine, or turn on the tube and wa'
major political gladiators sing their praises and defame their
told me about it! "
prime time.
In that same issue of The
Pacifican, there was an article
Maybe we made the wrong decision by not providing y'
from our ASUOP President, Tom
that kind of information here in the Pacifican. But we did rh'
White, which was entitled "Call
decision. Would you please make yours?
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Rock and Violence Not Necessarily Linked
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the rescue.

Available this week, and
trough election day at the COPA
ftjce and various points on
campus, will be the COPA
Campaign Statement.
The Statement contains
remarks from each of the two
candidates for Assembly and the
six candidates for the Stockton
School Board. Also part of this
special COPA service is a brief
biographical sketch of each
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By JEFF GULLO
outdoo^
courts are
concerts originallv small r,
v JZ< !rewL"s'2e

be unknown that
P

years, the rock
they reached the Ten

some organizers feel 35,000 is a more accurate figure)
The Chicago concert, which came one year before Ten Years
StudPnlseaCeHSltHated the formation of a "Rock Concert Policy."
adm,n,strato s labored more than a month In drafting
this policy
r

SH!!!y w?,come,10 the Inleful Ten Years After concert,
shortly after it s completion, President McCaffery without
consulting students or administrators or faculty, single-handedly
swept away four years of hard work and banned all future concerts.
of
quote his statement as it appeared in the May 5, 1972 edition of
The Pacifican (All quotes in this article from the President are from
of
the May 5, 1972 edition):
able;
"With conditions existing which afford the opportunity for
lat
candidate.
tragedy which occurred Saturday, and in my opinion it is impossible
tioji
"There are at least 700
to prevent such conditions from existing at such a concerts, I do not
registered voters at UOP," a
believe it is in the best interests of the University campus. I might
spokesman for COPA Chairman
add that the University gains nothing from the holding of such an
ub i Nancy Thomas noted, "and it is
event."
Ctll hoped student voters will read
Two things seem obvious from the President's statement: He had
the COPA Campaign Statement
an incredible bias against concerts before this particular concert
so they will know who and what
even took place; and he is incredibly blind to the benefits of a rock
they are voting for this Nov. 7."
concert. These two points will constitute the remainder of my article.
This program is seen as
It is true that the Ten Years After concert produced may violent
another direct student service
incidents, as well as a death. The death was not in actuality a product
that can be provided by student
of the concert.
government. It is hoped that this
The shooting, which was an accident, was the culmination of a
service can be extended to future
long-standing feud. It took place outside of the stadium proper. It was
igbti
elections if student demand
a tragedy, I agree, but if someone was accidentally shot at a football
warrants it.
game, I don't think football games would be outlawed.
I agree with the President in condemning the various other acts of
I DIDN'T HAVE
violence. I agree with his statement that rock concerts should be
A THING TO
banned if "it is impossible to prevent such conditions from existing."
WEAR
My contention that the President was biased against rock
concerts before the Ten Years After concert even took place comes in
here. The President did not rationally investigate the whole affair. He
did not consult with all the parties involved.
McCaffery was very presumptuous in stating: "I know all
concerned with the planning of the event, crowd control and security
did their very best and that, considering the size and nature of the
Answers to Last Week's Puzzle
crowd,
a good job was done."
d|e F A C T 0
R A P p 0 R T
The
ASUOP Senate put me in charge of a special Senate Ad hhoc
Ef I T H E T
E M I T T E R
P 0 R T E N TPM U L A T T 0
Committee,
with a directive to investigate the Ten Years After
m
•a
S 0 D A s
U_ P_
concert. Our conclusions clash directly with those of President
••• B E M r R E
nR I
McCaffery.
A
A s K
E A R N S
&
£
First of all, peaceful outdoor concerts are possible. Examples
UUIULI G I B S A R C A S M
here
alone of this are the Chicago, Beautiful Day and Joy of Cooking
G
_ u
M I R
L
rR
concerts. Numerous outdoor concerts have been held at Cal Expo in
E • E3 I V I S 0 R
F
|
I£J£J R E R E E D U_ C E
Sacramento with no violence. Even Woodstock can be used as an
E T tl S
R i P _P s" A U F
l£
example.
sr
R I G 0 R
L_ I
In conclusion, it is irrational to suggest that violence and concerts
si
E D
s U s T A I N
must go together. Such a generality is useless in examining the
L
1
E E
E N D O R S E
fC E
£J1u D_ S_ S_ E_ S_ T_ E_ T £
problem.
;**1Hti
Ten Years After was not a peaceful concert.
r*•*-+iA". r-4 A •xLJI
Our Committee came to these explanations for the violence:
Security inside the stadium was not sufficient. Rowdy types
! VILLAGE OPTICAL 1
could start one fight after another with no fear of prosecution;
Security at the gates was not sufficient.
Formerly
j[
Weapons were carried into the concert;
There were too many people packed into the stadium. Not only
MACEY-TRESS

II

£

•

s

•

for EYEWEAR
WALI SHAPES
ANDSHADES

does this make people more restless, but it makes it harder to police
the concert;
The rock groups were of a type that drew rowdy individuals;
The concert lasted much too long. By the time Ten Years After
reached the stage, a large portion of the crowd was restless.
Here we see how our committee's conclusions clashed with, and
agreed with, the President's. We both agreed that the concert was too
large. The stadium just was not big enough for all those people.
Where the President feels that "all concerned with the planning
of the event...did their very best", our committee disagrees and
points to the lack of security, the type of groups, and the length of the
concert.
Next, our committee turned to solving these problems:
Private police must augment the student monitors inside the
stadium. Individuals who cause fights, etc., must be immediately
removed from the premises...or arrested;
Security at the gate must include a search of everyone. No
weapons will allowed into the stadium;
The attendance must be limited,. A maximum of 15,000 people
seems appropriate. This would also allow us to obtain big name
groups and admit every student free of charge.
Groups with a less rowdy following must be hired;
Two groups at one concert is sufficient.
Bill Braham's style of holding concerts is very similar and
tremendously successful. At his concerts violence is almost non
existent. A point of interest here: Graham co-sponsored the Ten
Years After concert with ASUOP, but ASUOP handled security.
For those of you who doubt that security such as we suggest in
solutions 1 and 2 is possible, I suggest you check with the San
Francisco police department. Bill Graham has been doing what we
are recommending for years.
This brings me to my last point; that of what this University gains
from the holding of such an event. The President feels we gain
nothing. Hisstance here is so outrageous, I don't know where to begin.
A large majority of college students, including those at UOP,
enjoy rock music. When ASUOP has the opportunity to bring groups
to the UOP campus with free admission to students, I dare the
President to suggest the University gains nothing. Rock music is a
major part of the youth culture and live exposures to this culture are a
benefit.
In addition, the publicity to the University is tremendous. When
students choose a University, they usually have heard some good
things about it from people who have attended it, or have heard of it.
If UOP is to appeal to more students, it must give its students:
more in the way of intellectual and social experiences. With;
enrollment steadily decreasing, I suggest that the President re->
evaluate his recruiting strategies.
I'd like to quote Mark Hull who stated in the May 5,1972 edition of
The Pacifican, "If someone was accidentally shot at a Raider's
game, or even a UOP football game, I don't think the future of the
sport would be jeopardized.
"Unfortunately it seems that rock concerts are guilty until
proven innocent. I'd like to see more concerts at the stadium because
I know they can be like the Chicago concert."
Please, President McCaffery, won't you re-consider your
decision? At the very least, the whole issue should be brought up and
re-examined. I feel, as does the concert committee, that your decision
hurts not only a few rock-loving students, but the University as a
whole.
There will be a concert committee meeting Wed. Nov. 8 at 9 pm at
ASUOP. All interested students are urged to attend. For further
information, contact Jeff Gullo at ASUOP, 946-2233.
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Fraud Proposition Hurts Workers

Comments on
Cnndidntes
PAT BACCHETT1 SOPH. PREMED: Nixon. I think that he has
provided good leadership for the
nation, especially in the field of
foreign affairs. We were really in
bad shape with Russia and
China before h took office but
now he has opened things up in
the world. He has paved the way
to further negotiation, which can
only be good. Although it was
politically timed, he has brought
us peace in Vietnam.
CHRIS MAGARIAN FRESH.
PSYCH:
McGovern. I am
dissatisfied with the way Nixon
has been running things. I agree
with McGovern's stance against
the war, his plans to cut back
defense spending by re-routing
money into the creation of
civilian jobs, his methods to
achieve
desegregation
in
the schools, and his support of
specific gun control measures.
CHRISTOPHER GATT
GRADUATE DRAMA:
McGovern. After four years of
banality and mediocrity, this
country needs the hope that Mcgovern offers. The last four years
we've been deceived and lied to.
Now we need moral leadership.
Nixon is a political opportunist, a
product of the media, and a
subject of his political advisors.
PEGGY
HUMES
SOPH
DRAMA: Nixon. Basically I'm
against McGovern. I think he's
sincere but I don't think he's
qualified. Many of his idealistic
plans have already fallen though
in his campaign, so it frightens
me to think what would happen
were he to become president.
JOHN FREDERICK SENIOR
PRE-LAW: John Hospers. He's
the presidential candidate for the
Libertarian Party and is not on
the ballot in California. He
stresses the individual over the
society and the concept that
government exists only for the
protection of the individual in
terms of the police, army, and
courts of law.
REBECCA TYNDALL JUNIOR
ART
AND
SPEECH
PATHOLOGY: Neither at the
moment. Both candidates are
equally wish-wishy on the issues,
except that McGovern is more
definite about ending the war.
Basically I will probably vote for
McGovern as the lesser of two
evils. I'mafraidthatthiscountry
may become a police state under
Nixon.
MEL
PAN IZZA
SENIOR
HISTORY: McGovern. Nixon
hasn't been successful in solving
the economics problems There's
a high rate of unemployment. In
this area it runs around 12%. I
think that all we're doing is
spending money on the military.
I't's not generating jobs.
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By JAMES F CONWAY
G. Brown J r. has testified alor.
cultural
Confederation,
with others about how th|
been
sigantures had been fraudulently
gathered. For example, 15 y^
$30,000:
old John Ham of Norwan
testified under oath to ^
completely. Whenl was in India lor agribusiness interests in
Assembly Committee that heha,
Schard a n d * Associated and
been paid 18 cents a manet(
he unnecessarily endangeretb lot state o^Californ.^
$600 000 was raised from the American Advertising andSales,
gather
signatures
for
of lives by sending the us>
farmers and their supporters to collect the signatures needed
proposition by a public relation;
Enterprise into the Bay of
firm. His mother, Mrs. Gra&
Bengal. He has ruined relations (California Farm Bureau, to qualify the initiative.
Diamond
Walnut
Secretary of State Edmun
Ham, then told the commit^
with India. I agree with 510 000"
rowers, mu.
Inc. $10,000; California
~—
that she had been required
McGovern's plans to take money Jjrowers,
out of defense and put it into
come to the firm's office tosi_
the officii
welfare to create more jobs. I VU
"
_
^rounds for first degree murder,
think that's what America needs
foTey
T
r
e
"
SnafureTathere
in
order I,
When
the
California
more than anything right now.
Supreme Court ruled that the
death penalty. Onlysubject toil
John to be pa,^.
Also I agree with his stance to
death
penalty
was
end a war that we can't possibly
IS the premeditated
signatures for an initiative by.
unconstitutional, it opened the
win.
penalty6s^vet^the lite ot one minor, and thecertityingotth.
way for murders of our
MEREDITH
CANPBELL
penalty saves me
denatures bv someone othei
policemen and prison guards.
policeman or one prison guard or signatures ^
*
SENIOR SPEECH THERAPY:
People .who faced long prisons
prison
inmate
or
one
child
or
one
than
a
minor
are
illegal
under
Nixon. He's doing a good job.
puov/u
California law and subject
terms, or arrest for for a high
citizen, its existences is justified.
I've lived in Asia for about
criminal penalties. 1 he Hams
crime now can murder without
Let's not make murder an
sixteen years and I think that
were not informed of this bytli
alternative to arrest. Vote Yes on
Nixon has made progress toward much additional penalty.
Continued on page
The death penalty is an
peace. I think he can do it if
Prpositionl9.
effective
deterrent
to
some
McGovern just stays out of the
would be killers. Without this
picture.
deterent, many more murders
JOHN
GAULT
SENIOR
are bound to occur. Inmates in
HISTORY: I'm not voting for
prisons as well as guards would
either of
the two major
„
A POLICAR
PHI ICAR
By RAYMOND A.
be in constant jeopardy because
candidates. I'm voting for
one convict could kill without
The California Penal System poor do not have the money
Shirley Chisholm because she
the necessary tools to put u
fear
of
capital
punishment.
is called the State Department of proper defense, and legal helj
makes the most sense. She's the
Our legal system provides Corrections.
What
is so
only candidate who deals with
given to them is inferior to
that an overbearing amount of
corrective about the death
the real problems and I think she
prosecution
concern
for
the
rights
of
the
penalty? If the death penalty is
would be the toughest candidate
Capital punishment does®
accused will be given. Every
re-established,
why
not
change
to buy off.
deter
crime - good police wor
person receives a fair and
the name to the Department of
MIKE
SILBER
JUNIOR
and increased likelihood
impartial trial, no matter of his
INTERNATIONAL
"Punishment."
financial position. The chance of
Does the death penalty deter capture does.
RELATIONS: McGovern. I'm
inflicting
the
death
penalty
on
an
The Constitution of the I
afraid of the current mood in
murder? Countless surveys show
America. There seems to be a innocent man is almost non- that it does not. Studies for forty provides that no punishme
general disregard for our existant.
years show that murder rates for sban be "cruel or unusual." Hoi
The death penalty is an
economic ailments, the plight of
policemen, guards, and private can the confining of a person in
the poor, and for the war which appropriate punishment for the
citizens are lower in states sman compartment and makiii
still continues. McGovern offers willful, deliberate, premeditated
without the death penalty. Where him subject to poisonous gases
hope and optimism, searching murder: the mass murderers
was the deterrent when such until he expires not be cruel ai
for something higher in America such as Charles Manson and
murders as Manson, Speck, and unusual?
rather
than
settling
for Richard Speck, the hired killers,
Sirhan killed? They all murdered
The
prupose
of
and other. They should be
meiocrity.
in states that had the death correctional facilities is
CHRIS NICHOLS FRESH. punished appropriately.
penalty in effect.
rehabilitate its prisoners. The
Stopping executions has led
CONSERVATORY:
I
don't
The death penalty is seldom js nothing rehabilitative aboit
know. Both candidates are too to more killings. Since 1963, the
used against the rich and whites. the death penalty. Killing
extreme. Nixon talks about courts have allowed only one
It is much easier for the black a(ways senseless, and those
lowering taxes, but then he puts execution, in 1967, and during
poor to get/ the death sentence
must be punished, but are"
this period the homicide rate
bills through congress that end
than
the
white
for
the
exact
same
any better than those whokil
which takes into account the
up raising property taxes. On
crime. The minorities and the we aiiow ourselves to kill agai
in population, has
McGovern side, I don't see how growth
increased
250%.
This
should
be
he can pull off his guarenteed
income plan without raising our enough information in itself.
Passion murders are not
taxes.
d
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prop 22 Hurts Labor
tinued from page 6
c relations firm and when
PuD covered it, they came
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Prop 22 Projects Workers

But the average harvest
California is onlv fin
h,„

By STEPHEN SMITH
hours.
Lettuce
harvesters,
working individually, have made
over $3,000 each in the first 14
# #X*X*X*X#X'C#X*X#X weeks of the season."
XyX*X
Fictions of this sort have
WIwaoX
VOSYAYASNVAVI
been used against agriculture as
well as Proposition 22 itself.
Everyone, farmer, farm
worker and the consumer, would
benefit from a settlement
through peaceful legal pro
cedures of farm labor disputes.
Proposition 22 aims to put an
end to the bitter, costly and
wasteful strikes and boycotts.
Despite the many fictions
brought to public attention by its
opponents, the intelligent voter
will see the need for protection of
both farmer and worker. Vote
YES on Proposition 22.
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LEGGIO
Community Colleges cost less
per student to build that those of
four-year institutions.
Third, it is pointed out that of
the $450 million invested in
buildings on Community College
campuses in the past 15 years,
only $145 million have c^me from
State funds.
Fourth, many benefits
derive from investment in
Community College facilities.
They offer high school graduates
educational
programs
in
vocational and technical skills
which are extremely valuable in
serving the employment needs of
the local job market.
Fifth, it is believed that
Californians
have,
through
positive action, created a system
of
Community
Colleges
unequalled in the United States
and, as a consequence, greatly
increased the opportunity for its
youth to achieve a higher
education. It is felt that this
should not be sacrificed by a lack
of sufficient funds.
Arguements Against
There are no official
arguements
against
this
measure. This is not to say,
however, that there are not'
negative feelings.
First, many feel that
construction
of
Community
Colleges should be on a pay-asyou-go basis.
Second, it is not the State's
Y M! Y » V MJV mi#
responsibility to help finance
MsvXrXrXswX&X&X' Community Colleges along with
an elaborate state and university
system.
Third, the $165 million is
more in three years than has
been spent by the State in
Community College construction
aid in the past ten years.
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Some people tell us it's the FAIR PRICES,
some say GREAT SELECTION, and others speak
of the GOOD SERVICE.

Present this Ad at:

Come, find out
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Remnant Specialty Store
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4950 PAC
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540 N. Union at Oak
Open 9s30 - 5:30, Closed Sunday
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Comments on Presidential
Candidates
SANDY
COUPER
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Fraud Proposition Hurts Workers
By JAMES F CONWAY
Agricultural

Religious Studies
G Brown J r. has testified;
Confederation,

PAT BACCHETTI SOPH. PREMED: Nixon. I think that he has
provided good leadership for the
nation, especially in the field of
foreign affairs. We were really in
bad shape with Russia and
China before h took office but
now he has opened things up in
the world. He has paved the way
to further negotiation, which can
only be good. Although it was
politically timed, he has brought
us peace in Vietnam.

CHRIS MAGARIAN FRESH.
PSYCH.
McGovern. I am
dissatisfied with the way Nixon
has been running things. I agree
with McGovern's stance against
the war, his plans to cut back
defense spending by re-routing
money into the creation of
civilian jobs, his methods to
achieve
desegregation
in
the schools, and his support of
specific gun control measures.
CHRISTOPHER GATT
GRADUATE DRAMA:
McGovern. After four years of
banality and mediocrity, this
country needs the hope that Mcgovern offers. The last four years
we've been deceived and lied to.
Now we need moral leadership.
Nixon is a political opportunist, a
product of the media, and a
subject of his political advisors.
PEGGY
HUMES
SOPH
DRAMA: Nixon. Basically I'm
against McGovern. I think he's
sincere but I don't think he's
qualified. Many of his idealistic
plans have already fallen though
in his campaign, so it frightens
me to think what would happen
were he to become president.
JOHN FREDERICK SENIOR
PRE-LAW: John Hospers. He's
the presidential candidate for the
Libertarian Party and is not on
the ballot in California. He
stresses the individual over the
society and the concept that
government exists only for the
protection of the individual in
terms of the police, army, and
courts of law.
REBECCA TYNDALL JUNIOR
ART
AND
SPEECH
PATHOLOGY: Neither at the
moment. Both candidates are
equally wish-wishy on the issues,
except that McGovern is more
definite about ending the war.
Basically I will probably vote for
McGovern as the lesser of two
evils. I'mafraidthatthiscountry
may become a police state under
Nixon.
MEL
PANIZZA
SENIOR
HISTORY: McGovern. Nixon
hasn't been successful in solving
the economics problems There's
a high rate of unemployment. In
this area it runs around 12%. I
think that all we're doing is
spending money on the military.
I't's not generating jobs.

Offlf
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Prop 22 Hurts Labor

mntinued from page 6
^public relations firm and when
it, they came
alon. they discovered
—
forward to testify
Committee chairman and
Henry
A.
A s semblyman
Taxman (D. Los Angeles) told of
being asked to sign a petition that
and
would -lower food prices
• help farm workders. Only by
persistent questioning was he
able t0 read the true proposition
under the dodger
care,
whereupon he refused to sign.
Speaker of the Assembly Bob
Moretti, also a member of the
committee, noted that those
initiatives with heavy promotion
from public relations firms have
traditionally involved the most
decption and fraud.
It has yet to be decided
whether the votes will be counted
on the ballot for 22. Since only
368,000 legal signatures are
necessary, the fraud would have
to be proven in over 200,000 cases.
Time is against the opponents of

r„,if

Butthe average

harvest in
California is only 60 duys
Therefore, only the 5% of fulllme year round employees —i
1
vote.
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Prop 22 Projects Workers
By STEPHEN SMITH

Proposition
22,
the favor a closed-shop type of
Lettuce
harvesters,
agricultural labor relations agreement whereby the grower hours.
working individually, have made
No worker can vote unless he initiative, sets forth permissable
signs a contract directly with the
has worked 14 out of the last 3n
and prohibited labor relation union and the union handles all over $3,000 each in the first 14
days for the specific employer
weeks of the season."
activities
of
agricultural work passes."
No worker can vote if he h^
Fictions of this sort have
employers, employees, and labor
The
recent
propaganda been used against agriculture as
voted elsewhere in the last ,5 organizations.
campaign against lettuce is a
months. The law further states
Instead of infringing upon perfect example of the untruths well as Proposition 22 itself.
that the elections shall be set
Everyone, farmer, farm
the rights of farmworkers as its perpetrated by the UFWOC. For
worker and the consumer, would
a time when the "number of opponents charge, the initiative
example, in a leaflet distributed benefit from a settlement
temporary
agricultural seeks to provide an Agricultural
August 1972 it was stated, "The through peaceful legal pro
employees entitled to vote does Labor Relations law modelled
average yearly income of a cedures of farm labor disputes.
not exceed the number of after the National Labor Rela
family of four, working full time,
Proposition 22 aims to put an
permanent
agricultural tions Act.
is only $2,700 in lettuce."
end to the bitter, costly and
employees entitled to vote."
The National Labor Rela
According to the Free wasteful strikes and boycotts.
Again, this excludes 90% of the tions act provides that workers
Marketing
Council WageSurvey,
agricultural workers.
will vote in secret elections to August 1972, this isn't true. They Despite the many fictions
brought to public attention by its
Secondary
boycotting, decide on union representation.
state, "A 1972 wage survey opponents, the intelligent voter
granted for 12 years to industrial
Currently, Agriculture is covering over half of the summer
unions by the Wagner National exempt from any type of regula lettuce harvesters shows weekly will see the need for protection of
Labor Relations Act of 1935, is tion as far as labor disputes are earnings of $213.80 for only 33.2 both farmer and worker. Vote
YES on Proposition 22.
made illegal and punishable by concerned.
one year in jail and a $5000 fine.
Agriculture is the only
"Publicity
against
any significant part of our economy
22.
trademark, trade name or which does not have a law
Good farm labor legislation generic name," is made illegal.
spelling out the rights and duties
would strike a balance between Thus, "Boycott lettuce," would
By TONY LEGGIO
of workers, employers, and the
the interests of the farm owner be a crime punishable by a year public. Proposition 22 seeks to
Proposition
One,
the Community Colleges cost less
and the farm worker, in order
in jail and $5000.
achieve a balance between the Community College
per student to build that those of
that California agriculture as a
Construction Program Bond four-year institutions.
If this unconstitutional prop interests of farmer and
whole
would
prosper. osition is passed, it will be farmworker.
Act of 1972, would authorize the
Third, it is pointed out that of
Proposition 22 gives all the rights challenged in court for its
issuance and sale of $160 million the $450 million invested in
It is ridiculous to ignore the
to the farmer and not to the constitutionality; it denies the problems of the single most
worth of state bonds. Money from buildings on Community College
owrker.
the sale of these bonds, in campuses in the past 15 years,
right of farm workers to important
element
in
It destroys the boycott, both associate;
it denies equal California's economy and have amounts to be determined by the only $145 million have Come from
secondary and primary.
State Legislature, would be given State funds.
protection of the law and due no regulation in labor disputes,
' A grower can get a 6U day process of the law to the farm when one out of every three jobs
to California's 68 Community
Fourth, many benefits
injunction against a strike in workers.
in the state is involved directly or College districts.
derive from investment in
thime of harvest, which is the
The money raised is to last Community College facilities.
In summary, powerful agri indirectly to agriculture.
only time the worker who is
business
has
exhorbitantly
Proposition 22 also attempts for a three year period, 1972-75, They offer high school graduates
seasonal
(90
percent
of
financed Public Relations groups to protect the consumer. The and would be paid back from the educational
programs
in
agricultural workers) is on the and front organizations who measure will help to insure State's General Fund.
The vocational and technical skills
job. The initiative makes illegally and fraudulently uninterrupted production of food interest cost of these bonds would which are extremely valuable in
collective bargaining impossible. gathered signatures on a propo and put a stop to inflated food depend upon their maturity date serving the employment needs of
The initiative's election sition which has been conceived prices caused by disputes and the interest rate, neither of the local job market.
procedure is a fraud which to deprive the seasonal agricul between farmers and farm which is known at this time.
Fifth, it is believed that
The bond act passed both Californians
disenfranchises
most
farm
have,
through
tural laborer of his fundamental workers.
workers. Only workers who have
rights. Proposition 22 is illegal,
Moreover, while the farm houses of the Legislature without positive action, created a system
w»rke,d
100 days of the
Community
Colleges
unethical, immoral andunconsti- workers right to conduct a a dissenting vote, and was also of
ast calendar year can vote.
tutional. Vote No.
consumer boycott would be approved by Governor Reagan. unequalled in the United States
protected, the public would also Voters have previously approved and, as a consequence, greatly
be protected from the deceptive bonds for Community College increased the opportunity for its
and misleading boycott publicity construction: $20 million in Nov. youth to achieve a higher
1962: $50 million in Nov. 1964: $65 education. It is felt that this
that has been so prevalent.
million in 1968.
should not be sacrificed by a lack
Cesar Chavez, leader of the
By 1971, this $65 million had of sufficient funds.
UFWOC, has lead the smear
been spent. Together with
1,000 Young Women
Arguements Against
against Proposition 22. It is he
federal funds and the money
and his organizers that fear the
There < are no official
provided by the local districts,
results of secret elections.
arguements
against
this
the
$65 million resulted in
As was put in the Christian
measure.
This
is
not
to
say,
approximately
$150
million
Science
Monitor, Sept. 1,
worth of Community College however, that there are not
"Whatever their reasons, Mr.
negative feelings.
construction.
Chavez
and
his
union
First, many feel that
Arguments For
construction
of
Community
consistently refuse the secret
First, it is argued that funds
Colleges should be on a pay-asballot in union elections, though
are needed for construction of
you-go basis.
some contracts were ratified
Community College facilities to
Second, it is not the State's
after signature. Indeed in one
provide for the p-rojected growth
responsibility to help finance
incident, where a secret ballot
in enrollment. If state funds are Community Colleges along with
was held under the supervision of
not made available through
an elaborate state and university
the Federal Mediation and
passage of this measure, local system.
Conciliation service, Mr. Chavez
districts can accomodate the
Third, the $165 million is
was overwhelmingly defeated."
To Receive
increased number of students more in three years than has
In most contracts the
8 Free Pairs
only through local property taxes been spent by the State in
workers have little or no say.
of Earrings
which are already a heavy and Community College construction
Again in the Christian Science
unequal burden.
aid in the past ten years.
Monitor, "The UFW continues to
Second,
facilities
for
I
gppQonnn

Prop!

Community College Consruction
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Comments By Those Who Know

Yes and the Coast is Ours

skeptical

By ROBIN COTA
Proposition 20, Coastal Zone Conservation initiative puts the
accent on the social and sentimental features of its ellort to protect
our coastline in an argument such as this.
Of the 1072 miles of California coastline, there are only 263 mnes
leeallv accessable by the general public. There are 368 miles which
are publicly owned but to which there is restricted or no access.'There
are 59 miles publicly owned but not available to the general public for
^ To1'make matters worse, this small percentage of coastline
available to us, the citizens of California, is disappearing every year
behind oil derricks, power plants and high rises.
, ,
Less discussed and far less emphasized is the ecological aspect of
this initiative. Often when areas are invaded by people taking
permanent residency, there is such a great shift in the balance of the
ecology that the entire eco-system is effected. Reproduction by
various life forms in that area may be restricted or entirely
Martin Rigby, a graduate student at UOP said, A good example
of this is when you take an extuary, which is an inlet or brackish
marsh, which is used by millions of micro-organisms and young
crustaceans, as a breeding ground. After they reach a certain stage
thev go back out to sea, at which time they mature. Filling in one of
these areas of the ocean, you no longer have these fish being returned
into the cycle. '
If Proposition 20 passes, it will create the California Coastal Zone
Conservation Commission and six Regional Commissions. The state
commission will consist of six representatives of the public at large,
and six representatives from regional commissions.
The public members are appointed by the Governor, Senate
Rules Committee and Speakers of the Assembly. One-half ot the
Regional Commissions' members are city Councilmen and county
supervisors and the other half public members appointed as the state
commission members.
The Commission members will prepare a Coastal Zone Conser
vation Plan to be submitted to the Legislature at the start of the 1976
session. The zone will include the area from the state s territorial
limit (3 miles at sea) to the highest elevation of the nearest coastal
mountain range - except in Los Angeles, Orange and San Diego
Counties where the inland limit is five miles or the coast range,
whichever is shorter.
A "permit area" will be established to include three miles at sea
and inland 1000 yards from the high tide line. Built up urban areas
may be excluded. From Feb. 1,1973 to the end of the 1976 Legislative
session, permits from regional commissions will be required for
"permit area" developments.
According to the general provisions, the five million dollar
funding will come from the Bagley Conservation Fund. Periodic
reports to the Legislature will be required and the Legislature may by
a 2/3 vote, amend the initiative. The entire Act will terminate on the
91st day after the 1976 legislative session.
The mass of those supporting the coastal initiative are
representatives of the people in general. There are two US senators,
12 Congressmen, 17 State Senators, 43 State Assemblymen, the
League of California Counties - Board of Directors, 4 counties, 11
cities, 62 mayors and Councilmen. There are 61 endorsing
organizations including various academic organizations, concerned
women's groups and enraged ecology protection societies.
In direct contrast to this, those strongly opposing the proposition
is a group calling itself ironically "Citizens Against the Coastal
Initiative." This so-called "citizens' group" is supported by 31
different companies and corporations with a total financial backing
of $435,493,92!
The argument opposing Prop. 20 uses confusion and
mystification tactics. These "citizens" say that it would take the
government from the hands of the people. It would provide an
appointed, not elected, "super-government" to control people living
near the shore.
"California's coastline is not endangered," they say. But they go
no further in defending this rash statement! Their twisted statistics
are thus: "74% of the land is open space, 65.1% is undeveloped in any
way and 54% is already in public ownership."
The truth is of all these great percentages they mention, only
about 25% is actually usable for public recreation.
But the main crux of the big businesses' fight against this
particular initiative, is that Proposition 20 would "lock up
California's coastline for at least 3 years and probably forever."
Their massive campaign pitch has been, "The beach belongs to you Don't lock it Up!"
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Dr. Alice Hunter: "I think I'd
vote 'no' on this proposition. The
way it is set up I feel is rather
poor. It includes much too much
area of land: not just the coast
line proper but it includes all of
the tidal water ways which to my
interpretation would mean the
city of Stockton, Sacramento,
Rio Viosta, etc. It includes far too
much to be under the controlofan
appointed committee. I am very
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the Delta, the Sacramento RjVf.
or San Francisco Bay.

in

Dr. Dale McNeal: 'I'mve]
likely to vote for it, as it js_
me, the lesser of two eV|
Something obviously has to {
done in the way of coast ]jd
preservation.
I tend though, to be ver,
leary of commissions in gene/
They're setting up a whole serif!
of commissions, very few electe
representatives on them. Ther-I
are such restrictions which
think could be rather libera/
interpreted as to what tt
qualifications for inclusioninor
of these committees are.
"Having seen the lart
number of ecologists which hat]
crawled out of the wookwoi
lately with no claim whatsoevi
on the title, one tends to wont]
how the restrictions as to thei
public positions will be handled.
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trip.
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Wanted:
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student
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who believes she isa witch. Fill in brief
confidential questionnaire for a
research project. Earn $5. 462-2142.
Dr. L. Campos.
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appointees

64 MG, 1100 4-door sedan, front wheel
drive, disc brakes, just had brake
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Within our UOP Biological
Sciences
department
e ^^'Then it's a tremendous
amount of money that they re
following
opinions
w
expressed on Proposition 20.
spending on what I feel isn t a
Dr. Nahas: "If the election very dramatic problem as yet
were tomorrow and I had to vote, This summer we drove up along
I would vote in favor of it. Any 0
the coast from here all the way up
us who take trips along the coast to Oregon. Frankly we were
will find a really sad situation. impressed with the wildness and
Look at the dirty sand and the untouched nature of
that
rubbish that you find. You can t coastline. There were a lot ot
help but feel sorry that this parks and protected lands. There
should happen to such beautitul were very few private homes. It
beaches. Obviously the situation was hard to find any kind of
is worse when you get the tourist traps such as motels or
residential areas moving in hotels. I suppose south of here it
there.
must be pretty bad but I don t see
"It's a well known fact, I any eminent problem north 0
think, that the commercial
here."
aspects have taken priority over
the conservation and aesthetic Editor's
note:
California
aspects. It's time someone did Attorney General Evlle J.
something about this and I don t Younger ruled on October 20 that
feel that the state government the coastal zone defined in
has done too much. I would say Proposition 20 does not include
that legislation is long overdue."
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proposition 11: To Pry or Not To P ry

Epicene

By LARRY LAPKIN
Many government agencies
private firms collect
A
a"
information
about
nai
P le as part of their normal
Orations. Often it is collected
Without the knowledge of the
ople a n d often it can be rumor,
Correct or untrue.
The much increased use of
computer and electronic gadgets
has made it possible to gather
and stockpile a vast amount of
information on many citizens.
Computer data banks have
enabled government agencies
and private firms to acquire
information not necessarily
required for their work.
Although much may be
necessary and in the public
interest, much is unnecessary,
and may be harmful to the

freedoms. Government agencies
seem to be competing to compile
the most extensive sets of
dossiers of American citizens
Computerization of
records
makes it possible to create
cradle-to-grave" profiles on
every American.
At present there are no
effective restraints on the
information
activities
of
government and business. This
amendment creates a legal and
enforceable right of privacy for
every Californian.
The right of privacy is the
right to be left alone. It is a
fundamental and compelling
interest. It protects our homes
our families, our thoughts, our
emotions, our expressions, our
personalities, our freedom of
communion, and our freedom to
associate with the people we
choose.
It prevents government and
business
interests
from
collecting and stockpiling
unnecessary information about
us
and
from
misusing
information gathered for one
purpose in order to serve other
purposes or to embarrass us.

Constitution states that there are
certain inalienable rights
among which are those" that it
lists. Thus, our Constitution does
not attempt to list all of the
inalienable rights nor as a
practical matter, could it do so.
It
has
always
been
recognized by the law and the
courts that privacy is one of the
rights we have, particularly in
the enjoyment of home and
personal activities.
The most important reason
why this amendment should be
defeated, however, lies in an
area where possibly privacy
should not be completely
guaranteed. Most government
welfare programs are an
attempt by California's more
fortunate citizens to assist those
who are less fortunate.
Today, millions of persons
are the beneficiaries of
government programs, based on
the need of the recipient, which in
turn can only be judged by his
revealing his income, assets and
general ability to provide for
himself.
If a person on welfare has his
privacy protected to the point
where he need not reveal his
Argument against Proposition 11
assets and outside income, for
Proposition 11 should be example, how could it be
defeated for several reasons.
determined whether he should be
To begin with, the present given welfare at all?

individual.

Proposition 11 would change
the Constitution by adding the
word "privacy" to the list of
inalienable rights already listed
there.

Should the State Constitution
be amended to add privacy to the
list of inalienable rights?
Arguemept
in
favor
Proposition 11

of

The
proliferation
of
government snooping and data
collecting is threatening to
destroy
our
traditional
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By CHRIS A. CLAUSEN
Since 1968, the US, particularly the east and west coast areas,
has become aware of a new movement for human rights. The right
for two humans to relate to each other in an intimate and social
manner as they see fit has created the need for the Gay Liberation
Movement.
For many years, people have tried to define homosexuality as a
personality disorder, a pathological disorder, a glandular disorder,
and nauseum. Now that liberated gay people have come to the
attention of the average citizen, people have been forced to take
another look at the phenomena.
In the infance of the Gay Rights Movement, meetings were held
in secret residences of the members, and ways of educating the
public, an unwilling public at best, were mulled over and over.
Twenty years using everyone.
Therefore, the thrust of the Gay Movement has taken a new
direction, one that should have been taken long ago. It has given up on
straight society for the answers to its problems and turned to the
movement itself for the solutions.
Now our energy is focused on gay people who have been told since
pre-adolescence that they are sick, perverted and neurotic persons.
We in the Gay Liberation Movement are here to help these people
realize their full potential as productive humans, not sexual animals.
On Tuesday, Oct. 17, the Student Affairs Committee met to
consider on its agenda the admission of the Gay Students' Union to a
status of Charter Organization of UOP. After thirty minutes over
legalities, liabilities, and insecurities, the group was granted its
charter with only one dissenting vote.
All aspects of the organization's goals and reason for being were
discussed in great detail and to the general satisfaction of the
committee. The reason for the organizatin's existence is primarily to
help all students who are confronted with strong feelings about homo
sexuality, but for the some reason or another are not able to accept
that part of their lives.
Gay Students' Union hopes to provide ways for all students to
openly discuss their hangups with others any time they feel the need.
We would like to plan several social events in the coming year where
gay students can get together and find new friends in a hostilesociety
where friends are sometimes hard to find.
Any student who would like information about the organization or
needs help with a problem is encouraged to call the Anderson Y
for information. Gay Students' Union would like to make this
campus a better place for you to live.
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The cheapest flights to Europe and
New York. Round-trip and one way
THE WAY TO ENJOY U.O.P.

GET-A-WAY FOR THE DAY

eveR/ H

THE 1930 CLASSIC

MARIJUANA
H
WCfDFgOMTHl DEVIL'S GARDEN! BOOfi?
PI OS

DRASTICALLY REDUCED AIR FARE
ROUND TRIP OR ONE WAY TO:
CHRISTMAS & JANUARY
NEW YORK $156 RT
EUROPE
$239 RT
ALSO, YOUR INTERNATIONAL ID
CARDS CAN BE OBTAINED HERE!
SPECIAL RATES:
HAWAII
SO. CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONDOMINIUM RENTALS
• Reduced rate ski PACKAGES AT LAKE TAHOE

AMTRAK - TRIPS TO RENO, NEVADA
MAKE YOUR PLANS IN ADVANCE

SINISTER
WAKE UP AMERICA '
a ROADSIDE H BED
-ha-s FAST BECOMING A NATIONAL HIGH-WAT!

" 'CAPTAIM MARVEL

HJCi
157 ADAMS STREET
STOCKTON. CALIFORNIA

UJ

HI

X•
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Pacific Makes it Six Straight

Run For a Turkey
Coming im on Tuesday, Nov.
14 will be an intramural turkey
trot. All UOP students, faculty
and -staff are welcome to enter.
Men will run two miles, women
one mile.
The following awards will be
given: Men-trophy for the 1st
place individual. Women-trophy
for the 1st place individual. 1st
place men's and women's teams
will win a turkey.

Cross Country
to Meet Fresno
The UOP Cross Country
Team will confine itself to the
Stockton area once again this
weekend, as they host Fresno
Pacific College in a dual meet at
Mickey Grove Park tomorrow
morning at 11am.
This will be the first time this
year that the Harriers meet the
Fresno team, due to the fact that
Fresno has not attended any of
the Invitationals that UOP has
attended.
In last weekend's dual meet
between the Tigers and Cal State
(Long Beach) here in Stockton,
Pacific suffered a defeat on the
six mile Mickey Grove Course in
Lodi.
With the absence of injuryplagued Mathyas Michael and
Rick
Barnard, Coach Jim
Santomeier's only remaining
hopes were freshman Craig
Gardner
and
senior
John
Caldwell. Gardner finished in a
very respectable third position,
stopping the clock at 30:32.
Caldwell managed tenth position
in 31:27.
Individual winner of the race
was Ray Stephens of CSU (no
relation to Ray Stephens of AllStar Wrestling fame) who led the
field of seventeen to the finish in
30:16, four seconds ahead of his
team-mate Ben Martinez. Aside
from first and second, CSU
placed runners in the fourth
through
sixth
positions
respectively, giving them a total
of eighteen points (the sum of the
places of their top five runners)
as opposed to Pacific's forty-five.

Tankers Head
Toward Finish
The water polo team both
won and lost games by wide
margins last week, and today it
will host Humboldt State in the
UOP pool at 3:30pm.
Next Tuesday the Tiger
tankers, 13-6 this year, will travel
to Chico to battle the Chico State
Wildcats.
The only other game on the
schedule is with Los AnglesState
one week from tomorrow.
Last week Pacific was
swamped by California, 20-6. It
was the biggest thrashing UOP
has absorbed this year. On
Friday the Bill Rose-coached
mermen
came back and
clobbered San Francisco State,
20-7.
After the LA State game
Pacific will compete in the PCAA
championships, which will be
Nov. 17 and 18 in Los Angeles.

By JIM MCCARTNEY

Also the men's team with the
most runners finishing in under
20 minutes will win a turkey. The
same applies to women, but with
an 11 minute limit.
Teams will be composed of
as many individuals as desiredwith the place finshers of the first
four team members totaled for
the team score. The lowest team
score wins.
For more information, go to
the ingramural office in the gym
or call at 946-2472.
On Monday, Oct 23 the
Senate voted to give the
intramural program $902.00. Of
that total, $852 will be used to pay
officials and $50 will be used to
buy equipment. The original
request
for funds
had uccw«i»i,i/iu.
been $1,976.
request 1UI
lunuaiidu

Cruising slong with a six
game winning streak, t e
football team will try to make it
seven straight tomorrow when
they play the LA State Diablos at
1:30pm in Pacific Memorial
Stadium.
. .
The only remaining league
game for UOP is Nov. 11 at San
Diego State. Although Pacific
and LA State are in the same
conference, tomorrow's contest
will not count as a conference
game because the Diablos do not
have, a full schedule of games
against other PCAA schools.
The most outstanding player
LA State's
team
is
quarterback Jimmy Sander, who
has passed for 966 yards and
ithree touchdowns this year.
on

(2nd), and Lebherz had on
(3rd). Another big play can,
when defensive tackle stev
Spiro
stopped
Va^
quarterback Dave Comstock
fourth-and-three situation.
Pacific, which was lea(v
the PCAA in running offense
week with a 225.3 yards pergaJ
average, saw that average d,t
this week as the Tigers con)!
manage
only
195 yar|j
Fullback
Mitchell
True
However, the slippery |
picked up 114 yards and set up
slowed down Willard Harrell.
both of Mangrum's TD runs with
Keplinger, who change directij
long gainers of his own. Paciiic
frequently when runnning.
gained a total of 210 yards, 195 on
For the fourth straight wee)
the
ground
and
Bruce
a
Pacific
player was named
Keplinger's only completion ol
PCAA defensive player of
the accounted for the other 15. In
week. This week it
the past three games Keplinger
linebacker Steve Lebherz, «),
has completed three passes.
Pacific
intercepted
five had 10 unassisted tackles, t
assists, and one pass intercept
passes. Steve Capozzo had two
(2nd and 3rd), Dennis Bruno had which her returned for a 22-yan
one (3rd), Ric Russell had one touchdown.

Playing
on
a
slippery
artificial surface during a
™„lorm in Moscow Idaho last
week the Tigers defeated Idaho,
22-7. Halfback Mike Mangrum
had touchdown runs of 25 and
three yards, MarkPashkickedla.
29-yard field goal, and Steve
Lebherz returned an intercepted
pass 22 yards for another score.

Due to the absence of Pacific storms which contribute to snow in
the Sierras, a Nov. 11th opening for several ski areas in theSierras at
present seems very improbable. Rumor has it, however, that the
snow level was down to 4000 feet last weekend.
The only areas positively planning to open up for the week-end ot
Nov. 11 are 700 miles away, in Utah. Those areas include Alta,
Snowbird, and Park City. In fact, Snowbird reported 18 inches of snow
on their upper slopes at the beginning of October.

Short Swings
Plans are now being made by several UOP students for the
conquest of the slopes of Pacific Memorial Stadium for skiing
purposes. If you have ever been to a UOP football game, you may
have noticed some of the local Stockton juveniles sliding down
designated points of the embankment on their duffs, almost as if they
were on real snow. Details of this intrepid attempt will be published in
Slope Dope.
The Student Ski Association is once again this season offering
reduced prices on lift tickets, ski lessons and ski equipment rentals
through their student ski card, a $5 booklet good at several resorts in
the United States.
Last year the cards were most effective for skiers at Bear Valley
and Sugar Bowl ski areas, but due to the great response, these areas
will not be offering the discounts this year. What a ripoff. Application
for the cards are available through Tony Sancetta, UOP Ski Club at
ASUOP Office.
Tony Sancetta, by the way, is still taking names of people
interested in the Aspen Ski Trip sponsored by the UOP Ski Club. If
interested, contact him at 303 Ritter House.

We have
in stock
the original

"BUFFALO BREATH'

RUGBY SHIRT

A-l Kotzin Introduces

TOBIAS
TROUSERS"
The Silhouette is
lfesterday, The Fit
isToday.

$ 1 5 «
SPECIALISTS in
SKIING
BACK PACK INC
WATER SKIING
TENNIS
2 1 1 2 Pacific Ave.
1 8 S. California St.

Thursday nites 'til 9
Q1 KOl/IN CO

A
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Schedules First Game

After three years of informal
scrimmages, the UOP hockey

finally scheduled a
club has
against
an outside team.
gafl>e
The position wiH be provided
by a°group of players from the
g
' n0 area.
area.
Reno
The game is set for Nov. 12 at
• 30pm at Stockton's Oak Park
ice Rink*

The game with Reno came

about because the quality of play

f the UOP club has increased
steadily from humble origins.
The main reason for the
improvement is the fact that
many students from the East
attend UOP, and these people
have played hockey all their
lives. Many of the top players on
the club are from Minnesota,
North
Dakota,
and
Massachusetts.
Another factor in
the
improvement of the club is the
fact that people who were new t.o

the sport three years ago have
made steady progress.
The hockey club is entirely
self-supporting. The only outside
help it has received was from
ASUOP which donated $350 for
equipment two years ago.
This year the club has been
scrimmaging Wednesday nights
from 10:15 to 11:30. This week
and next week the players will
split into two groups and work on
drills, fundamentals, and team
work.

There will be several new
rules in effect for the 1972-73
basketball season.
The most important of these
is the elimination of free throws
for the first six common personal
fouls of each half for each team.
This year the first six common
fouls will be treated as violations

Friday, Nov. 3
WATER POLO vs. Humboldt, UOP, 3:30pm
Saturday, Nov. 4
FOOTBALL, VS. LA State, here, 1:30pm
CROSS COUNTRY, vs. Fresno Pacific College, Stockton, 11am
Tuesday, Nov. 7
WATER POLO, vs. Chico State, Chico, 3pm

Representative
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
to be on campus

Graduate study information - Master's degrees
Letters, Arts & Sciences and all fields of Ph.D.
.Contact Placement Office 946-2224

I
SKI PACKAGE SALE
Kastle Sprint Skis

$69

Marker ST Bindings

$35

P. K. Poles

$10

SALE
$89

REG. $114

village sports

I

I
I
I
I

299

LINCOLN CENTER

After playing its best game
of the year in a losing effort to
USF last Saturday, the soccer
team will have a week to
prepare for San Jose State, who
will be the opponents one week
from today.
USF won last Saturday'^
league game in Pacific Memorial
Stadium, 2-1 in overtime. It was
an extrememely well played
game and both sides had their
moments of offensive and
defensive glory.
Both UOP and USF mounted
good offensive attacks in the first

and the violated team will
inbound the ball.
Free throws will remain in
effect for fouls which are
flagrant,
intentional,
or
committed against a player
attempting a field goal, and for
double or multiple fouls.
The Rules Committee has
also decided that players must
not pretend then have been
fouled. The reason for such a rule
is that during recent seasons
players have attempted to create
the false impression that they
have been fouled in situations
when the contact was only
"incidental." If a player over
acts pretending to be fouled he
may be charged with a technical
foul.
In an attempt to control the
players after fouls, a new rule
states that the free official should
continue to observe all ten
players until the other official is
free to return from reporting the
foul to help with observation.
Only then is the ball retrieved.
The Rules Committee cited
excessive body contact as one of
last year's officiating problems.
It claims some officials have
been incorrectly interpreting the
age old "no harm, no foul"
philosophy. This interpretation
has differed in various parts of
the country without any rigid
unifonnit^

half, which ended scoreless.
Pacific's goalie Doug Kirk
suffered an injured hand in the
first half,and was replaced by
Juan Estay, who played the rest
of the game.
The Tigers took a 1-0 lead
after 17 minutes of the second
half when forward Jay Negus
punched in a shot from close
range. The play started when
Wolfgang Gartner made a throwin from near the corner. The ball
went to Juan Luna, who pushed it
to Negus, who scored.
Pacific's defense held the
Dons off most of the way, but
USF finally scored with only
seven minutes left in the game.
The shot came form an
impossible angle and hit the

PHONE 478-5615

corssbar before going into the
goal.
The winning goal in the
overtime period came off a
rebound of a direct free kick.
The UOP defense, including
Steve Tierney, Carlos Mazal,
Tred Eyerly, Bill Bertrando, and
Roberto
Ishihara
was
outstanding
throughout
the
game. Mazal was particularly
effective, and once he saved a
goal by kicking the ball away
when it was rolling near the goalline and Estay was out of
position.
Bill Rapp, USF's goalie was
ejected in the second half for
throwing the ball at Negus. Rapp
had picked the ball up and
apparently he thought Negus
came into him too hard.

Calaveras
-Calendar
By DOUG HAVERTY

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 3
6:30 and 9pm Assignment to Kill, Anderson Y
8pm Cabaret, Weberstown Mall Community Hall
8pm Hot Tuna and Riders of the Purple Sage, Winterland
8pm Randy Newman, Berkeley Community Theatre
10pm Dance, Anderson Dining Hall, featuring Maya
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 4
6:30 and 9pm Assignment to Kill, Anderson Y
8pm Hot Tuna and Riders of the Purple Sage, Winterland
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 5
6:30 and 9pm Assignment to Kill, Anderson Y
12pm UOP Student Art Exhibit, Pioneers Museum
MONDAY NOVEMBER 6
Pick up advance registration forms
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 7
6pm Y Student Cabinet Meeting, Grace Covell Lounge
8:15pm University Symphony Orchestra, Conservatory
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8
3pm Introductory Lecture in Transcendental Meditation, Anderson'
Lecture Hall
4pm Introductory Lecture in Transcendental Meditation, WPC rm
224

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14

Again

By JIM MCCARTNEY

Hoop Rule Changes

Pacific Sports

ln

S ° CCCr Team To Try ,f

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 10

November 3
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Rennie Davis
Praises
Vietnamese

Opinion

Get Thee to a Nunnery

By Marlene Shultz, Keith Reeve,
Gary Mclaughlin
and unquestionable irresponsi
Ed. Note: The following is a
bility in the handing of your
"Pro-Life" response to the
abortion articles which appeared body.
It seems that today man is
in the October 27 issue of The
pressed more to be concerned
Pacifican.
with social status and harmony
God unselfishly gave His rather "than personal status and
inner harmony. Man fears man
only begotten Son to die for out*
more than he fears God, living by
sins and so it should follow here
natural laws and living a lie.
on earth that we give ourselves to
Women are men-pleasers and not
each other as unselfishly and in
realistic,
beenficial
loving
truth, the same way. It is God s
pleasers.
They
live for
commandment that "you love
themselves and not for others
one another as I have loved
(the child). The unwed, the
you" (John 15:12).
student, the prostitute, the
When lust is the only
woman with too many children
foundation on which we build
already become men-pleasers by
"love", then only selfishness can
conforming to the dictates of
abound, since in lusting we
society concerning the handling
satisfy only ourselves. The
aborted child is obviously and of their bodies.
The world is troubled with
truly a product of our selfishness
illegitimate
sex, violence, war,
because he is unwanted.
When you become involved poverty, prejudice-you name it.
in sex for the sake of lust, you are We (society) are searching for
placing yourself first. You seek answers and yet we connot find
them. Each man cries inside
only to find pleasure. And when
you become pregnant you place himself because he connot find
yourself first again as you happiness, love, and inner peace.
proceed to abort the child. Try We are all searching for these
putting yourself last' You must thngs and this is why we excape
come to grips with yourself and into sex as a substitute, and this
is why we inflict prejudice and
try to be totally truthful and ask
hate upon our brothers and
yourself if lust is the only basis on
sisters,
and ultimately why we
which you want to build your love
lust and why men have become
relationship.
If you really love someone so selfish.
What is our real motive? Our
unselfishly, you put them first
and then there is mutual concern schools really should not be
in which lust plays no part. Then teaching sex education: man will
the product of this mutual love, not forget how to reproduce
founded by truth, concern, and himself! This kind of education
serves to put too much emphasis
openness will be a most
precious gift. It will be a miracle on sex. Perhaps we should
and a blessing: a child you can impress upon our children the
love and enjoy instead of trying importance of character and
to destroy because you made a dignity.
God tells us "ask and you
mistake and because you lusted.
shall receive: seek and you will
Try putting yourself last! find'; knock and the door will be
That is the unselfish quality in opened
to
him
who
your life that will build in your knocks" (Matthew 7:7). Turn
from your lust-filled ways! Treat
soul (conscience) a
foundation for a love that will yourself, your body, as the
temple so perfectly molded by
never crumble!
"Responsibility Towards Your God. After this there will be no
more thoughts of abortions and
Body"
no need for it.
The tissue of the fetus from
the time of conception has a
unique nature, though it may be
nurtured and protected by the
mother until viability. It is far
more than simply a biological
extension such as a tonsil or an
appendix. Every aspect bears
the attributes of individuality. By
destroying the fetus, you are
destroying your psychological
self.
Something happens in the
woman's consciousness when
she destroys a pregnancy. To say
that you had an abortion because
you could not afford to raise the
child shows very good hindsight

By LYNNE ABELS
Rennie Davis spoke last
Monday night about his
experiences as an Amen<*
visiter in North Vietnam. I ve
heard many speeches on the wa
and many facts in those speeches
have shocked my sensitivities.
He told of a people whose
history dates back ^COO years.
Most of that history has been like
Jewish history, a struggl
independence. The Vietnamese
compare today s battle to the
epic struggle with the nephew of
• Ghengis Khan, who was defeated
in a decisive naval victory.
Amazingly, for that time (or
any time really) the defeated
armies were not killed or
tortured but were sent home with
medicine and supplies for the
return journey to their own
country.
Rennie talked about a' pilot
he had met in Vietnam. This pilot
had been shot down after
Napalming a village. He landed
within sight of the burning
village and found himself
surrounded by villagers bearing
machine guns.
He expected to be shot on the
spot, but instead, he was given
medicine for the injuries he had
sustained in the crash. Later he
was taken toa hospital for plastic
surgery to repair his shattered
elbow.
The pilot told Rennie this
story just after he was released.
After his return to the States and
a lengthy military de-briefing he
told a different story to a press
conference. He raised his arm as
an example of torture.

Notices

The Vietnamese reaction to
this was, "We do not care what he
tells the press. We know that a
man tells the truth to his wife."
This war is more than just a
battle between nations. It is a
battle of human beings against
the threat of computerized war.
I'm rooting for the human beings
- no matter what side of the globe
they may be on.

UOP Debate Team Scores
at Weekend Tournaments

By ALBERT FIERRO
The UOP debate tearr
the tournament making it to octadivided up two tournaments helc finals. They were followed by the
October 27-29.
other UOP twosome of Linnea
The first tournament was Johnson and Sheri Podesto.
held at Northridge State in the
At the Saint Marys tourney it
San Fernando Valley. The
was the captivating and
second tourney was held at Saint
seductive team of Karen Akerson
Marys College.
and Marianne Rivera that took
Once again it was the work
first in junior debate. In
horse team of Jon Schamber and
individual events once again the
Linda Horner that scored hi
high in
Chicano Orators brought home
the "goodies" for Pacific.
1 VALUABLE COUPO I '• • ® •
In junior oratorical speaking
alluring Marianne Rivera took
first place; she also took third in
junior
original
oratory.
with onion rings or french fries
Marianne will be side-lined this
and soft drink
week due to a cold caught in a
"bed" of ice cubes.
This weekend the big squad
of "Papa Paul Winters" will be at
478-9471
\LL
4227I ftfi.llIV
Pacific Ave.
VOID
v oil/ i^uv.
NOV. 10
1U
«Loyola. Holding down senior
team honors will be Jon
Schamber and Linda Horner.

-1inn
N
S LARGE HAMBURGER 5
BIG SYD'S

69c 5
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Women
interested
intercollegiate track and fjj
•competition please attend1
meeting Tuesday, November?!
7pm in Rm 20 upstairs in J
gym. Finances, equipment a
schedules will be discuss.
Contact Dr. Santomier at 9
2472 for more information.

Big brothers and pals for
fatherless boys in all-fema e
homes are needed. These boys
have a desperate need to be with
another guy for even one day a
week. Contact the Anderson Y
you can help. 466-1496.
COP winter term sign-ins are
between November 1 and 7. Sign
up at COP departments to save
yourself a slot in class.
A Center For Trial Advocacy
at the UOP McGeorge School of
Law in Sacramento has begun
with
construction
of
a
"Courtroom of the Future. The
construction will cost $339,000
and electronic equipment and
furnishings will cost another
$125,000.
A beginners' class in Indian
classical dance is held Mondays
at 8am in the Eislen basement.
Contact Marilyn Dunlavy at 4777342 in you're interested.
The ninth annual UOP
Student Art Exhibit will be Nov. 5
through Dec. 3 at the Pioneer
Museum and Haggin Art Gallery
in Victory Park, Stockton.
Gallery hours are from 1:30 to
5pm Tuesday through Sunday.
Top selections from the show will
be on display in the lobby of
1111a

2

1

3

14

'1•
m

6

5

ASUOP and local merely
are offering a coupon book to ^
ASUOP members. The
gives discount coupons format!
local
stores,
restaurant?
theatres and other retaj
organizations. Pickupyourbo(
at the caboose from 10-7 Monde
through Thursday, 10-5 Fridajl
and 12-5 Saturdays. Call ASUoj
at 946-2233 for more informatioi
Congressman John SchmiJ
the American Independent Par]
candidate for President, will J
over
at
the
Stocky
Metropolitan Airport MondaJ
Nov. 6 from 3:15pm-3:45pm,
Jobs available through t
Anderson Y.
Openings for Anderson!
student
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Cabinet meetings are the I
Tuesday of each month. Conta
chairman Rich Fixott for 1
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through
Anderson Y.
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By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
1. Arabian Ruler
5. Movable Helmet- Piece
10. Wise Man
14. Headland
15. Pygmy Antelope
16. Journey
17. Theatrical
19. Anger
20. Yoko
21.
— Skin Ailment
22. Works with Dough
24, Young Kangaroo
25. On the Ocean
26. "Caesar" Conspirator
29. Moorish Palace
33. Coral Island
Laurence
34.
35. Women's
36. Talk Wildly
37. South American Parrot
38. Gainsay
39. Prefixt Over
40. Cupolas
41. Book of Old Testament
42. Shut Off
44. Haphazard
45. Imitated
46. Demolish
47. Poor One
50. Sheet Music Term
51. Japanese Coin
54. Poisonous Snakes
55. Improve
58. Brake Part
59. Wearies
60. Dr. Frankenstein's Aide
61. Take Care of
62. Live
63. Part of Body (Sp.)

DOWN
1 . Reverberate
2 . Water Pipe
Facto
3.
4. Soak
5. Expresses
6 . Sarcasm Device
7. Trigonometric Ratio
8. Jaoanese Sash
9. Oriental Carriage
of Consciousness
10.
11. Operatic Solo
1 2 . Castrate
_ Out a Living
13.
1 8 . Man's Name
23. Close to
24. Reject
25. Otherwise Called
26. Ventures
27. Troop Encampment
Section
28.
29. Curved
30. Harmonize
31. Beatle
32. Bottomless Pit
34. Well-known
37. Preside Over
38. Eat
40. Cheat
{
41. Toy Musical Instrume
Became
Forfeit
43.
44. Bigoted
46. Functions
47. Bygone
. 1968 Tennis Champ
48.
49, Atop
50. Mythological Elf
51. Tale
52. English College
53. Roman Emperor
56. Cowboy Tom
57. Basketball Hoop

